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Coping with Holiday Stress

Introduction

Holidays can be a particularly stressful time for everyone. There's the cleaning and decorating to 

do, the relatives and friends to invite, the menus to plan, the cookies and cakes to bake, the gifts to 

buy and wrap, the children to get dressed. Under these conditions who wouldn't feel stressed?

Tip of the Day

Be aware of the common sources of holiday stress

• Overwhelmed by all of the expectations

• Financial strain

• Conflict with family or friends

• Negative feelings from the holidays such as loneliness, depression or grief

Take Action

Some ways to effectively minimize the stress associated with each:

Dealing with Feeling Overwhelmed

• Make a list of the expected activities, and separate items 

according to what is necessary from what you do "just 

because"

• Do the same for social obligations. Choose those that you 

will enjoy and feel comfortable with, and politely decline the 

rest. You have a right to enjoy your holidays!!

• Start to bake well in advance and freeze baking, or give 

yourself permission to buy or serve purchased prepared 

items

• Don't take on all of the work yourself. Delegate tasks to 

other family members

• Make "to-do" lists realistic. Break projects down into small steps so that they are easier to 

accomplish

• Practice saying "no." Don't take on more than you can handle

• Take good care of yourself

Dealing with Family Conflict

• Communicate so everyone knows what you need or are planning to do

• Create new rituals in newly blended or divorced families. Adopt elements that are shared and 

have meaning for everyone
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• Recognize how difficult the holidays are for children of divorced families. Two families are 

usually competing for the children's time and affections, and they know that someone they 

love will inevitably suffer. Smooth their way.

Don't:

• Buy into the holiday promise of a perfect family

• Expect holidays to serve as time to repair the damage in relationships. However, do use the 

time to make meaningful contact.

• Plan family transformations

• Try to control everyone's interactions to put a lid on conflict and clashes

• Get upset at someone else for getting upset

Do:

• Expect some irritability or conflict to arise from the intensity of the holidays

• Give yourself and those around you permission to be less than perfect

• Recognize that the holiday isn't ruined if someone gets angry or upset

• Be forewarned that it is the nature of family rituals to try to stuff you back into family roles: 

you don't have to be the fixer-upper or kid sister if you don't want to.

• Plan for difficult moments - have activities planned to keep everyone busy

• Be open and flexible with how things are done

Dealing with Financial Stress

• Look at your current financial obligations and estimate how 

much you can afford to spend. Your spending plan should 

match your available cash, not credit.

• Complete a holiday budget by itemizing all potential 

expenditures

• If your budget shows more expenses than you can afford, 

make necessary changes by either eliminating certain 

categories, or set limits

• Avoid last minute shopping, to prevent "blowing the budget"

• Draw names for gift-giving to reduce the number of people 

to buy for, or make gifts yourself

• Next year, save for the holidays ahead of time and put money aside each month

• Purchase gifts throughout the year rather than all at once

• Save money for next year and buy holiday cards and wrapping at clearance prices.

Dealing with Negative Emotions

• Be honest with yourself, and don't expect more than you will be able to deliver

• Plan ahead to decide to do what's best for you. There is no right or wrong way to celebrate

• Do something different if adhering to familiar traditions is too painful

• Let friends and family members know what you have decided to avoid misunderstandings

• llow yourself time to grieve as well as enjoy

• Let yourself avoid the "holiday hype" if you need to

• Use your support network or others to talk to people who can relate to how you are feeling

• Do something for others to feel good about helping someone else and take the focus off of 

your own pain

• Remember, anticipation of the holiday can be far worse than the holiday itself

• Remember, that it's the middle of winter, and some of these feelings may be due to the 

weather

• Plan something after the holidays to look forward to

Take Away

Take steps to prevent the stress and depression that can descend during the holidays. With a little 

planning and some positive thinking, you may find that you enjoy the holidays this year more than 

you thought you could.
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